
Captain’s log, stardate 50513.5: 

The Dauntless has been assigned to explore and patrol the area of space near the 

Negative Energy Barrier at the edge of our galaxy.  We’ve spent the last three days 

updating star maps and exploring what very little is out here.   

Our only excitement has been a brief scan which emanated from a quarantined system 

first charted in 2265 by the USS Enterprise under Captain Jim Kirk.  Otherwise, in my 

opinion, this mission is a bust. 

Koester, out. 
 

 

 Captain Peter J. Koester, Commanding Officer of the Intrepid-class starship USS Dauntless, sat in his 

command chair, tugging at the sleeve of his new uniform.  It bothered him a little, seeing everyone on the bridge 

around him wearing the same matching gray on their shoulder panels, the departments now being denoted by the 

color of the shirt underneath.  He had spent too many years wearing bright gold or red uniforms. 

 “This is the third uniform change in the last decade,” Koester complained to his First Officer, Lt 

Commander Virgil Kane, who sat in the seat to his left.  “I wish the desk-bound paper pushers would make up their 

collective little minds on what style they’d like.” 

 Kane nodded in agreement, then scratched his beard with his right hand. 

 “And you’d think Starfleet would give us an assignment with a little more excitement,” Kane added. 

 “Well, Exec,” said Koester.  “We can’t expect all the exciting chores.  There’s a ship named Enterprise out 

there again.  I just wish I could find that book I was so close to finishing last year, so I could bring it up here to 

read.  I still can’t find it anywhere, and it was getting to the really good part!” 

 Kane again nodded when Commander Q, the ship’s Assistant Chief Science Officer, gestured for 

Koester’s attention from her post at the side of the bridge. 

 “Captain, sensors are registering a large object drifting into our flight path ahead.” 

 “On screen.” 

 The viewscreen blinked momentarily, the view changing only slightly.  An object appeared in the center of 

the screen, still too small to make out clearly. 

 “Magnify.” 

 The screen unfocused for a second, then cleared to show a large, gray, triangular shaped ship about fifty 

times larger than the Intrepid-class starship. 

 Lt Commander Bloom, the emotional Vulcan Chief Engineer, looked up from his station on the starboard 

side of the bridge and said, “Scans indicate the age of the vessel to be in the thousands of years.  It must have been 

built a long time ago.” 

 Q likewise looked up from her scanners and reported, “By its current trajectory, it must have come through 

the Barrier.  I surmise it originated in a galaxy far, far away.” 

 “I’ve got a bad feeling about this,” said the Captain.  “Sound yellow alert.” 
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 The Dauntless slowly approached the huge vessel, which just as slowly drifted away from the edge of the 

galaxy.  The ship had a roughly triangular hull with a high superstructure at its aft end, a landing bay of some sort 

underneath, and three huge, cold, silent engines at the rear.  Something about it bothered Captain Koester. 

 “Mister Natchez,” he said.  “Check LCARS data bank.  Try to match that vessel’s configuration with any 

known ships on file.” 

 “Aye, sir,” the young Native American man replied. 

 Koester could not keep his eyes off the ship on the screen.  A nagging feeling in his gut kept prodding at 

him.  Meanwhile, the turbolift doors opened and Dr Azriel Dourden, the ship’s Chief Medical Officer, stepped out 

onto the bridge.  The Avalonian man took a curious look at the drifting ship on the screen, then walked down to the 

science console, where both Counselor Kethry Sutherland, the half-Betazoid Ship’s Counselor, and Lotus Q, the 

joined-Trill Assistant Chief Science Officer were huddled. 

 “Reading minimal power levels,” reported Bloom from his engineering station. 

 “No life form readings,” reported Ga’gh Schuukveldlaan, the Wilryk Chief of Security. 

 “How now, m’ ladies?” Dourden asked as he approached. 

 “We located a drifting vessel that seems to have an extragalactic origin,” Q answered.  “What brings you 

to the bridge, Doc?” 

 The knighted Medical Officer huffed at the use of the nickname tagged onto him by the original crew of 

the runabout Hudson, then answered, “I would consult with thee in the matter of Ensign Schoff.  Since I know thou 

art well versed in the gentle arts of healing.” 

 “Why not just consult with the holodoc?” Sutherland asked. 

 “I would sooner ask the Lord of Hell to bless me than to ask that demon-spawn any assistance,” Dourden 

snorted.  “What is needed is living, breathing souls to assist me in my endeavor.” 

 While his conversation with Q and Sutherland took place, Dourden barely registered the Captain’s order 

for Lt Ga’gh to hail the mysterious vessel, just in case. 

 “I perceive that Ensign Schoff is showing the symptoms of pregnancy, yet s/he avows to the contrary.  

Methinks the troubles mayhap lie in the mind.” 

 Q’s eyebrows knit as she looked at Suhterland.  “Is it possible for a Hermat to self-impregnate?” 

 “Self, no,” Sutherland answered.  “Though two Hermat’s can mutually impregnate each other.” 

 “Captain, the derelict is returning our hail,” Ga’gh reported, interrupting the medical conversation and 

causing all eyes to turn toward the viewscreen. 

 “On screen,” Koester ordered, the surprise evident in his voice. 

 “It’s audio only, sir,” Ga’gh said. 

 “On speakers then,” Koester said with a shrug. 

 The bridge filled with the scratchy sound of static, then resolved into the voice of a man. 

 “... whoever finds us, please help.  Aboard this ship are the last of the Jedi Knights, fleeing persecution by 

the Empire.” 

 Dourden’s eyes widened as he took a step closer to the to the image of the drifting ship on the screen. 

 “Knights?” he whispered.  “Knights of honor?” 

 The voice continued, “we are fifty of us in stasis aboard this vessel.  Please, come aboard and reawaken 

us.” 

 After a moment of silence, Ga’gh said, “That’s all, sir.  The message repeats.” 

 “Very well.  Exec, prepare to...” 

 The Captain was cut off as Dourden stepped up to him quickly and said, “I volunteer, my Captain.” 

 “For what, Doc?” Koester asked. 

 “For the Away Team mission, of course,” the Doctor answered. 

 “Whoa, Doc.  Let’s not jump too far ahead.  I simply wanted Mister Kane to commence short range scans 

of the craft.  Learn what we can about it from here.” 

 “But... Captain!” 

 “Doc, we can’t just run off like fools because a recording claims there are people aboard.  The ship is 

thousands of years old.  Even if there once was someone alive aboard, there may not be anyone still alive over there 

now.  And besides, something doesn’t feel right.” 

 “Mayhaps thou wouldst take the Counselor’s seat as well as the captain’s chair?” Dourden asked, annoyed.  

“There are fifty of my fellow knights trapped o’er thar in stasis!” 

 “And if they’ve lasted this long, they’ll last a little while longer over there,” Koester reassured. 

 Dourden seemed on the verge of saying something, then hesitated, closed his mouth again, then finally 

said, “Aye, Captain.”  And with his head held lower than when he first arrived on the bridge, the Doctor left. 



* * * * 

 

 “I don’t know, Poe.  Something just keeps nagging at me.” 

 Peter Koester sat across the table from Q, his Assistant Chief Science Officer and closest friend.  The two 

were eating dinner together, as they often did.  Off in one corner of the room, the Captain’s daughter, Gem, sat and 

played with her toys. 

 “There’s something familiar about that ship, but I just can’t place my finger on it.  But if it’s thousands of 

years old, and comes from the other side of the universe as you suppose, how could I possibly have seen it before?” 

 “I don’t know, Pooh,” Q replied as she took a bite of the food on her plate. 

 “Poe, I’m placing you in charge of this investigation.  I want all remote surveillance possible before we 

even think of sending over an Away Team.” 

 Q sat up very straight in her chair, and in a formal tone, said, “Yes, Captain.”  Her lips bloomed into a 

wide smile.  Meanwhile, Koester tapped his combadge. 

 “Koester to Kane.” 

 “Kane here, Skipper,” replied the First Officer. 

 “Exec, I’m placing Q in charge of the investigation of this alien derelict.” 

 “Understood.” 

 “Find out all you can, Poe,” Koester said to his companion. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “This is too weird,” Q said to Kane as the First Officer leaned over the science console looking at his 

assistant’s readings. 

 “I’ve scanned the hull five times in the last ten minutes, and I’m getting readings that parts are duranium, 

parts are tritanium, parts aluminum, steel, copper...” 

 “They certainly used a variety of building materials,” Kane observed. 

 “That’s not the weirdest part!” Q added.  “Scan here.”  She pointed at a location on the diagram of the 

derelict on her console screen.  Kane aimed the scanners and activated it. 

 “I’m reading tritanium,” he said.  “So?” 

 “So, five minutes ago I scanned that exact same spot and I registered steel.  Two minutes before that, 

duranium.  Two before that I even read cast rodinium.” 

 Kane’s brow furrowed. 

 “And the sensors...?” 

 “Are fine,” Q answered.  “I performed a level 2 diagnostic on them.” 

 “That’s strange.” 

 “I agree.” 

 “Does the Skipper know yet?” 

 “Yes, he’s been informed.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Dourden entered sickbay, mumbling to himself. 

 “Fifty fellow Knights trapped, and the Captain sits on his arse scanning the vessel to death!” 

 The Doctor, angered beyond thinking, started packing items into a medikit. 

 “To Hades with the Captain’s orders.  I swore a Hypocratic oath I must uphold, and it outweighs any of the 

Captain’s ill-conceived plots.” 

 Dourden suddenly stopped short in what he was doing, considering the possibilities of someone, 

particularly the Captain himself, finding out his plan and stopping him.  Despite all convictions, he could only 

arrive at one answer. 

 “Computer, activate thy EMH program.” 

 The ship’s holographic doctor, now programmed to wear the new uniform design, appeared in the middle 

of sickbay. 

 “Please state the nature of the medical emergency,” the EMH said blandly. 

 “I shall be away from the ship for a short time.  I shall... against my better judgment... leave you with 

command of sickbay.  Mind you, one flaw and I shall wreck such destruction as to destroy you and all your ill-

begotten ilk.” 



 “I see,” the EMH said as Dourden resumed packing his medikit.  “And how long do you expect to be 

gone?” 

 “I keep my own counsel, Hell-spawn.  Know I shall be back soon.”  Dourden cast a foul glance at the 

EMH.  “When I return I shall return with some few in need of and deserving of attention.  In this I shall... 

eh..hem...mm..uh... require your assistance.” 

 “Understood,” the EMH responded as Dourden placed the medikit strap over his shoulder.  “Sickbay is in 

good hands.”  But without another word, Dourden raced out the sickbay doors. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The shuttlecraft Fredericksburg, which was always kept on two-minute launch standby status, faced the 

large door of the shuttlebay.  Dourden completed his pre-flight checklist, still pondering how to open the shuttlebay 

door. 

 “This shall work only if....,” Dourden mumbled to himself, then pressed the comm button. 

 “Tactical.  Lieutenant Schuukveldlaan here.” 

 “The blessings of the Lord are upon me,” Dourden mumbled, then said, “Lieutenant, this is Doctor 

Dourden.  Couldst thou to open the shuttlebay door.  Tis an emergency.” 

 “Well, Doctor,” Ga’gh replied.  “I’m not sure if...” 

 “There are people in great need of help,” Dourden interrupted.  Ga’gh’s voice sounded puzzled. 

 “I am unaware of any EVA missions today that might...” 

 “For God’s sake, you lumbering ox, allow me to assist!  Now!” 

 A brief silent pause ensued, followed by the hum of the atmosphere retaining field activating and the 

vibration of the door rolling upward, exposing the stars surrounding the Dauntless and the mysterious ship.  

Dourden powered up the thrusters and the shuttle flew out the door into open space. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “The shuttlecraft has cleared the landing bay,” Ga’gh announced.  Lt Commander Virgil Kane, his face a 

picture of puzzlement, turned to look at the Wilryk man from his seat in the captain’s chair. 

 “What do you mean?” Kane asked. 

 “Doctor Dourden has taken shuttlecraft two to assist an EVA mission...” 

 “What?!?  On screen!” 

 Immediately, Lt T’Cah, the young Vulcan at the Science Console, scanned the departing shuttlecraft, 

which appeared on the main viewer. 

 “The shuttlecraft is on a direct course to the derelict ship,” she reported. 

 “Bridge to Captain,” Kane said into the air. 

 “Koester here,” the speakers responded. 

 “Skipper, did you authorize Doc to use a shuttlecraft and board the derelict?” 

 “No, I...”  The comlink was silent for a moment.  Then the Captain said, “I’ll be right up.” 

 Moments later, Captain Koester and Counselor Sutherland appeared out of the turbolift.  The Captain 

could see the tiny shuttlecraft slowly approach the huge drifting ship. 

 “We’ve tried hailing him, Skipper,” Kane reported.  “He hears us.  He just isn’t responding.” 

 Koester took a position standing in front of the command chair, continuing to look at the screen. 

 “Well, we can’t exactly fire a shot across his bow,” the Captain said.  “Mister Russell, lock a tractor beam 

on the shuttle.” 

 “Aye-ah, Sah,” Russell replied in his thick cajun accent.  “Activatin’ th’ tracta.” 

 The tractor beam lashed out toward the rapidly receding shuttlecraft.  But just before locking onto it’s 

intended target, the shuttle dove under the massive hull of the derelict.  The beam struck the hull of the huge alien 

ship, sending pieces flying off.  The hull seemed to break apart under the stress of the grappling beam. 

 “Shut it off!” Koester ordered.  “Before we cause the entire hull to suffer structural collapse.” 

 “The ship must be older than we’d imagined for the tractor beam to tear it apart so easily!” Kane 

commented. 

 “Captain, look,” said Lt T’Cah calmly.  All eyes turned to the viewscreen again where the pieces of the 

hull broken off by the tractor beam reformed.  The alien hull was once again whole. 

 “I’ve only seen one kind of ship do that, sir,” said Ensign Nate Johnson from his post at the engineering 

station.  “And then only in file footage while I was attending the Academy.  A Borg Cube.” 



 “That’s no Borg ship, Mister Johnson,” Koester said. 

 “Cap’n!” exclaimed Russell.  “I’ve lost Doc’s transponda signal!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 The Fredericksburg slowly maneuvered into the derelict’s landing bay and settled in a corner of the huge 

hanger.  Dourden could see the racks where dozens of ships, perhaps shuttlecraft similar to his own, had been 

stored, now all empty. 

 Realizing he had no way of knowing if the hanger even could be pressurized, no less how to do it, Dourden 

donned a survival suit, grabbed the medikit and a tricorder, and lowered the shuttle’s rear ramp. 

 “Tis a strange wind blowing,” Dourden said to himself, happy to hear even just his own voice over the 

dead silence, punctuated by his own breathing.  “I can not locate any stasis readings.  T’would seem to me I should 

be able to read a field large as fifty people even on a vessel as immense as this one.” 

 Puzzled, but not giving up hope, he reconfigured the tricorder to detect the largest power source, theorizing 

it would have to be the Jedi Knight’s stasis chambers.  A moment later the tricorder displayed a bearing and range.  

Much to Dourden’s surprise, it was very close. 

 Heading off in the proscribed direction, he soon encountered a large door, apparently locked.  By force of 

habit, he knocked, knowing full well no one would answer.  But when the door suddenly opened upward, the bright 

light on the other side caught Dourden completely off guard. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Koester and Kane, along with the Captain’s young daughter, entered crew’s mess to grab a bite while they 

planned the Away Team Kane would lead to, at the least, assist Doctor Dourden in his fool-hardy endeavor.  As the 

two officers walked over to the replicator to order their food, Gem skipped over to the huge mess hall windows and 

looked out at the derelict. 

 Moments later, Koester and Kane both placed trays of food down at a nearby table, and the Captain called 

his daughter over to eat.  She held up one index finger, gesturing to wait a moment, then continued to stare out the 

window. 

 “Gem, it’s late.  Please come over here and eat,” Koester said more forcefully. 

 Gem sighed, then reluctantly left the window and sat on the seat next to her father. 

 “When will the vid start?” she asked sincerely. 

 “What do you mean, Sweetie?” Koester asked between bites of his sandwich. 

 Pointing out the window at the derelict, she again asked, “The vid?  When will the vid start playing?” 

 “What vid do you mean, Gem?” Kane asked. 

 “Star Wars,” the five year old girl replied.  “I wanna watch it again.” 

 The Captain and XO looked at one another, Koester’s eyes going wide.  Then the Captain started 

exclaiming, “A video!  I’ve seen that ship before in a video!” 

 Both officer’s jumped up from their seats, Koester telling his young daughter, “Find Counselor Sutherland, 

Sweetie, and stay with her.  Daddy needs to be on the bridge.”  He then tapped his combadge, saying, “Q, 

Karandanz, Ga’gh, Adosh...  Meet Commander Kane in transporter room one in two minutes!  Emergency Away 

Team!”  As each crew member responded, including Adosh’s typical, “Sir, yes, sir!” Koester looked at Kane. 

 “Go, Exec!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 The four other members of the Away Team were already assembled in the transporter room when Kane 

quickly walked in, already dressed in a survival outfit. 

 “We’re going after Doc,” the First Officer said without preamble, taking his place on the transporter 

platform.  While the others finished dressing out, Q turned to the First Officer. 

 “Virg, if this is a rescue mission, what do you need another Science Officer for?” 

 “I don’t need you for your scientific abilities,” Kane replied as the other Away Team members checked 

their gear and took positions on the platform.  “I need you for your medical abilities, as a doctor.” 

 Q nodded silently and instantly changed her demeanor to that of a medical officer, removing an emergency 

medikit from a locker on the wall before rejoining the team on the platform, when Kane ordered, “Energize.” 

 



* * * * 

 

 The Away Team materialized a few meters away from the shuttlecraft.  Ga’gh immediately looked inside, 

proclaimed it empty, and rejoined the other members of the team. 

 “Reading anything, Commander?” Kane asked Q as she scanned the vicinity with her tricorder. 

 “Very faint readings, Exec,” the Trill replied.  “I believe they’re human.  Coming from that way.”  She 

pointed toward the far corner of the hanger, beyond which was a dark corridor. 

 The Away Team cautiously walked toward, then down the passage, Ga’gh taking the lead and Karandanz 

bringing up the rear.  The five members shortly came across a large steel door. 

 “I’m reading this door as having a slightly different composition then the rest of the ship,” Q announced.  

“I don’t know if that means it’s older or a completely different structure.” 

 “Are the human life-form readings coming from beyond it?” Kane asked. 

 “Yes, and something more unusual.  I’m reading an oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere within a containment 

field, along with several other life-form readings.” 

 “Could the Doctor have found the stasis chambers and opened them, sir?” ‘Xenon’ Adosh asked. 

 “Possibly, but I want to take no chances,” said Kane.  “Ga’gh, set your phaser to level 8.  The rest of you, 

set phasers to stun.” 

 The Away Team members complied, then stepped back to give the Wilryk Security Chief a clear shot at 

the door.  Ga’gh fired, and the door vaporized a moment later, flooding the corridor with bright light.  Five 

members of the Away Team darted through the door, entering the atmosphere retaining field inside.  The sight that 

greeted them shocked all five. 

 Seven small, frail looking humanoids stood around a table upon which Dourden, stripped and unconscious, 

was strapped.  The Away Team’s sudden entry had taken the aliens by surprise, so for a moment they simply stared 

at the Starfleet Officers.  Then just as suddenly as the Away Team had entered the room, the aliens rushed to attack 

the intruders, grabbing whatever weapons were available, including a large knife and a nasty looking saw-like tool. 

 “Fire!” Kane ordered.  Adosh and Karandanz both dropped down to one knee, allowing those behind them 

to have a clear field of fire, and one by one stunned the oncoming aliens with their phasers.  The fight, if it could be 

called such, was over in seconds.  As his pulse started returning to normal, Virgil Kane finally took a more in-depth 

look around the room. 

 “It looks like.... an old-fashioned operating room,” the First Officer remarked. 

 “Virg, come here,” Q shouted from where she stood next to Dourden.  Kane walked over, seeing for the 

first time that his assessment was closer to the truth than he would have liked.  Blocked from view by the Doctor’s 

own body when the Away Team first entered, Kane could now see the Avalonian man’s right arm ended in a bloody 

stump where his wrist had been. 

 Q injected a hypospray into Dourden’s neck, and then scanned his vital signs with her medical tricorder. 

 “He’s alive,” she said.  “But I need to get him to sickbay, immediately.” 

 “Contact the Dauntless,” Ga’gh said.  “The damping field dropped as soon as we broke through the door.”  

Meanwhile Kane removed the straps restraining Dourden. 

 Q tapped the combadge on the outside of her survival suit, saying, “Q to Dauntless.  Two to beam directly 

to sickbay.  Energize.”  In a moment, they were both gone. 

 “Mister Kane,” called out Karandanz as the First Officer removed the helmet of his suit, the others having 

already done so while Q treated the Doctor.  “I’m not sure, but I think I found Doc’s missing hand.” 

 Kane looked at the pile of meat and bones sitting in a tray on a table to the side of the room. 

 “Not much left, is there?” Kane commented, wrinkling his nose in disgust. 

 “Exec,” said Ga’gh.  I’ve examined these aliens.  Most of them are simply unconscious, but this one is 

dead.”  The Wilryk squatted near the frail body of one of the aliens closest to the door when they attacked the Away 

Team.  “I don’t understand how the stun setting could have killed him?” 

 “From the looks of them, Ga’gh, I’m surprised stun didn’t kill all of them,” Kane said. 

 “What do we do with them?” Karandanz asked, after having vaporized the remains of the hand with her 

phaser. 

 “Prepare them for transport.  We’ll put them in our brig for now.  And place their departed friend in stasis.  

Let’s get back to the Dauntless.  We’ll explore the rest of this ship and retrieve the shuttlecraft later.” 

 Kane, Ga’gh, and Karandanz took places around the fallen bodies of the aliens, ready to beam back to their 

own ship, when Kane noticed Adosh was still scanning parts of the alien’s equipment at one side of the room. 

 “Xenon, let’s go,” Kane said. 

 “Sir, I think you’ll want to see this, sir!” Adosh replied, turning around and offering the First Officer 



something in his hand.  Kane recognized the small item. 

 “An isolinear chip,” Adosh explained.  “There are elements of Federation technology here, sir.” 

 “But, how?  If this ship came from another galaxy...,” asked Ga’gh. 

 “I think I have an answer, sir,” Adosh said, and pressed a button on the panel behind him. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Captain Peter J. Koester sat brooding in the captain’s chair.  He had just received the report from Q on 

Doctor Dourden’s condition, and now the Trill assisted in surgery while the EMH did all it could in sickbay to save 

Dourden’s life. 

 “Captain, look!” Johnson suddenly exclaimed from his engineering post. 

 Koester looked up at the main viewscreen just in time to see the huge alien vessel they had been observing 

for the past eight hours slowly fade and disappear.  All that remained was a small vessel, about twice the size of a 

runabout, drifting in the area where the huge ship’s landing bay had been, and drifting next to it was the shuttlecraft 

Fredericksburg. 

 “Away Team to Dauntless,” came the voice of Virgil Dylan Kane before Koester could react further.  

“Prepare the brig.  Ten people and one body to beam over.” 

 “One body?” the Captain asked nervously. 

 “No one on the Away Team, Skipper,” Kane reassured.  “And boy, do we have a story to tell you.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “The Federation components were traced back to the USS Topaz,” Xavier Adosh said to the collected 

group in the conference lounge.  Captain Koester, as usual, sat at the head of the table, around which sat Kane, Q, 

Chief Engineer Jeff Bloom, Ga’gh, Counselor Sutherland, and Carrie Karandanz.  “Fifteen years ago, the Topaz 

experienced a massive fire on board which caused the crew to abandon ship.  At last report, the hulk was drifting 

toward the edge of the galaxy.  The records we’ve salvaged from the Leesian ship indicate that the Topaz drifted 

into the gravity well of Lee III and crashed on the surface.” 

 “That’s the system that scanned us as we approached the Galactic Barrier four days ago,” Kane said. 

 Adosh nodded, then said, “Sir, yes, sir.” 

 “By studying the Leesians we have in the brig and the body of the one killed by our phaser stun,” Q 

explained, “we’ve determined they are a very short lived, frail, and weak race... As compared to most other space 

faring species.  Their average life span is fifteen to twenty earth-years.” 

 “After the Topaz crashed on their planet,” continued Adosh, “they examined the wreckage, salvaging 

whatever they could.  In a period of two years, they advanced their technology from the equivalent of an 18th 

century level to a mid-23rd century level, including rudimentary warp drive, sensors, force fields, and holo-

technology.” 

 “The derelict was nothing more than an elaborate hologram?” Koester commented.  Adosh again nodded. 

 “They took the design of the vessel from a 20th century movie stored in the Topaz’s library computer, and 

used elements of the plot to attract attention.  The ship we see out there now is the only real one they have.” 

 “What I don’t understand,” said Counselor Sutherland, “is why use all that technology to simply torture a 

sentient being?” 

 “I think I know the answer to that,” Q said, acting as the acting-medical department representative at this 

meeting.  “They didn’t do what they did simply to torture the Doctor for pleasure of amusement.  They were simply 

following their own form of logic under the circumstances.”  This explanation simply drew curious expressions 

from everyone but Adosh.  Q explained further.  “The Leesians are a biologically primitive species...” 

 “They felt that if they could upgrade their technology by dissecting a starship...,” Adosh said. 

 “...Then they could improve their physiology by dissecting a human,” Q concluded. 

 Koester shook his head in disgust.  “How is Doc?” he asked. 

 “Recovering,” Q said.  “The EMH saved his life, which I’m sure will irritate him no end.  But he’ll need 

some therapy, both physical and mental.” 

 “Understood.” 

 “What’s going to happen to the Leesians, Skipper?” Kane asked. 

 “I have some ideas, but ultimately it’s up to Starfleet and the Federation Council.” 

 

* * * * 



Captain’s log, stardate 50517.2: 

The Fredericksburg is once again in our shuttlebay, and the Leesian ship destroyed.  

Having finally received word from Starfleet, the Dauntless is now en route to Lee III, 

where we will return the six remaining Leesians and the body of their dead comrade, 

purge the surface of the planet of whatever cultural contamination the wreckage of the 

Topaz has produced, and set up marker buoys around the Lee system, permanently 

isolating the race from the rest of the galaxy.  It is a project that will take some time, even 

with the assistance of the USS Monitor, which is warping to the sector right now.  

Meanwhile, I have to visit a friend. 

Koester, out. 
 

* * * * 

 

 Koester walked through the parting sickbay doors and saw Dourden, awake and sitting up on one of the 

bio-beds, where he was talking to engineer Nate Johnson.  The EMH, still active since Dourden had called on it 

before leaving the Dauntless, stood at Dourden’s right, pushing test probes into the open circuits of the Doctor’s 

new right hand. 

 “So the aliens used designs and elements from an old movie called Star Wars, huh?” Johnson was asking. 

 “So has it been explained to me,” Dourden replied as he threw an annoyed glance at the EMH as he 

ignored the conversation and continued to work on the CMO’s new hand.  “Though I am unfamiliar with the source 

materials myself, Mister Kane has attempted to explain the same to me.” 

 “It sounds interesting,” Johnson remarked.  “I’ll have to look into it further,” he added before noticing the 

captain’s presence.  “Looks like you have more company.  And I need to get back down to engineering before 

Mister Bloom gets on my tail about the maintenance I still need to finish.” 

 “Hail and farewell,” Dourden remarked as Johnson moved toward the door, nodding a greeting to the 

captain as he passed.  Meanwhile, the EMH touched his probe to a circuit in the doctor’s hand, causing a brief arc 

and all the fingers to quickly clench. 

 “Oy!  Have care, you soul-less creature!” Dourden complained. 

 “Better watch what you call him, Doc.  For the next few weeks, he’s YOUR doctor,” Koester warned, a 

smile on his face. 

 “I request Commander Q to attend me,” Dourden demanded. 

 “Sorry, she’s back at her science post, by Captain’s orders.” 

 “But...” 

 “No complaints, Doc, or I’ll see to it that the Doctor here confines you to sickbay for the period of your 

recovery rather than letting you recuperate in your quarters.” 

 “Thou wouldst not dare!” 

 “Could take, oh... three, maybe four weeks, couldn’t it, Doctor?” 

 The EMH smiled genuinely at the captain, then said, “It may take that long, yes.” 

 “Very well,” Dourden huffed.  “I gather that you are enjoying this, Captain?” 

 “Actually, Doc, I’m not.  I just hope you learned a lesson.” 

 “You mean to tell that running off on some damn-fool crusade in the future may cost me my arm and my 

leg?” 

 The Captain groaned, then said, “Well, I wouldn’t have put it quite that way.” 

 Dourden nodded.  “My apologies.  Tis the new hand speaking.”  The EMH had just sealed up the circuit 

panel and Dourden raised it, testing each finger’s opposition to the thumb.  “Fear not, the lesson has been learned.  

No more shall I venture on a fool’s errand.” 

 “Thanks Doc.  It’ll make my job a little less stressful.  And let me be the first to shake your hand.”  The 

Captain held out his hand to Dourden.  For the first time since Koester had walked into sickbay, doubt crossed 

Dourden’s features.  He looked at the new hand, flexing its fingers open and closed.  Koester emphasized his own 

offered hand, his eyebrows raising in a questioning look.  Finally Dourden returned the offer, grasping the Captain’s 

hand in his own. 

 “Welcome back, Doc,” Koester said with a smile. 

 

The End 

 


